Roster of Committees

Standing Committees

Audit: Hillel Ofek, Dennis Allison, Ken Anderson, Richard C. Jaeger, Wing N. Toy
Awards Policy: Ned Kornfeld
Ex-officio Members: Oscar Garcia, Ronald Hoelzeman, H. Troy Nagle, Martha Sloan
Eckert-Mauchly: Ming T. Liu
W. Wallace McDowell: John Bauer
Technical Achievement: Arthur Pohm
Computer Pioneer: Harry Huskey
Computer Entrepreneur: Rex Rice
Ex-Officio Search: Claude Davis
IEEE Awards Search: Marshall Yoovits

Society Search: Tse-yun Feng
Richard E. Merwin/Dist. Service: Samuel Horvitz
Outstanding Contrib./Meritorious Service: Appreciation: Ralph Press (acting)

Constitution and bylaws: Roy Russo, Edward Thomas, Ronald Hoelzeman, Oscar Garcia
Elections: Wing N. Toy, H. Troy Nagle
Finance: Joseph Urban, Helen M. Wood
Fellows: Raymond Miller, Ming T. Liu
Nominations: Martha Sloan, Bruce Shriver, Harold S. Stone, Helen M. Wood, Ronald G. Hoelzeman, Barry Boehm

East Coast Operations: Charles B. Silio, Helen Wood, Ken Anderson, Dennis Fife, Raymond P. Oberly, Paul Hazan, Ned Kornfeld, Victor Huang, James H. Aylor
West Coast Operations: Al Hoglund, Harut Barsamian, Joseph Fernandez, Michael C. Mulder, Gordon Padwick, Ray Yabben, Seaborn (ex-officio)
European Operations: Roland Saam
Personal: Roy L. Russo, J. T. Cain, John Musa, Joseph Urban, Martha Sloan
Compensation: Roy L. Russo, J. T. Cain, John Musa, Joseph Urban, Martha Sloan
Planning: Edward W. Thomas, Helen M. Wood

Ad Hoc Committees: European Advisor: Roland Saam
Inter society Cooperation: Oscar N. Garcia
Congressional Fellow: Barry Boehm, Ming T. Liu

Area Activities Board

Area Activities Board:

Area Committee Chairs:
Region 1 (Northwestern): Robert K. Walker
Region 2 (Midwest/Ohio Valley): Harry K. Frost
Region 3 (Southeastern): Saajjan G. Shiva
Region 4 (Midwestern): Alicia I. Ellis
Region 5 (Southeastern): Parker Blevins
Region 6 (South): Irving Donalby
Region 7 (Canadian): Miguel A. Marin
Region 8 (European Area): Roland Saam
Region 9 (Latin America):
Region 10 (Eastern Hemisphere): Anthony Pau

Newsletter Editor: Charles R. Slivinsky
Newsletter Planning: Frederick E. Petry
Area Workshops: Anthony Pau
Organization and Planning: James L. Holeman
New Chapter Development: H. Troy Nagle, Jr.
Chapter Vitality: Dennis Reinhardt
Chapter Tutors: Marshall Yoovits
Video Programs: Eugene R. Chenette

Distinguished Visitors Program: Willis K. King
Student Activities: J. Robert Heath
Science Fair Representative: Frederick E. Petry
Microwave: Susan L. Rosenbaum
New Activities: Susan L. Rosenbaum
Finance Committee Representative: H. Troy Nagle, Jr.

Educational Activities Board

Editor: Glen G. Langdon, Jr.
Chair: Marshall Yoovits
Secretary/Newsletter Editor: Harry Brearley

Committees:
CSAB Accreditation: Willis K. King
ABET Accreditation: Edward Parrish
Continuing Education: Thomas Brubaker
Circuit Development: David L. Seldin
Design Project: Laboratory Project: Keith Barker
Professional Development: Richard C. Jaeger
Associate Programs: David Hata, Lance Leventhal
Professional Certification: Marshall Yoovits
Accreditation Guidelines: Marshall Yoovits
Planning: Harriett Rigas

Representatives:
ACM/CS Task Force Precollege Ed.:
- David L. Hannum
Computer Engr. Department Heads:
- Bill D. Carroll
Finance Committee Representative:
- Glen G. Langdon, Jr.
Education Rep. to COMPUTER Mag.:
- Ronald G. Hoelzeman
ICCP: Marshall Yoovits, David H. Jacobsohn
NECC: Michael C. Mulder, Gerald L. Engel
Conference Board Prof. Develop.: Harry Brearley
TIE Project: David L. Hannum
Liberal Arts Accreditation: Gerald L. Engel
Conference Board Prof.: Develop.: Harry Brearley
TIE Project: David L. Hannum
Liberal Arts Accreditation: Gerald L. Engel
Workshops: Gerald L. Engel
MAA Task Force: Judy Gerston
CSAB Board: Michael C. Mulder, Taylor Booth, J. T. Cain, E. W. Ernst

Conferences and Tutorials Board

Chair: James H. Aylor
Chair: Ken Anderson
Secretary:
Conferences Committee Chair: Earl Swartzlander
Composon Spring: Sidney Fernbach
Composan: Stephen Yau

Tutorials Committee Chair: Duncan Lawrie
Tutorial Week Orlando '86: Murali Varanasi
Tutorial Week Dallas '86: Bill Buckles
Tutorial Week Washington '86: Ming T. Liu,
Tse-yun Feng
Tutorial Week London '86: Masahiro Tsuchiya
Tutorial Week Boston '86: Ted Bonn
Tutorial Week RTP '86: H. Troy Nagle
Tutorial Week San Francisco '86: Sue Nishio
Tutorial Week Austin '86: V. Thomas Rhine

Finance Chair: Barry Johnson
Proposal Review Chair: Dharma Agrawal
Special Projects Chair: Marshall Abrams
JEE TAB Meeting Representative: Raymond P. Oberly
CS TAB Representative: Ken Anderson

Meetings Representatives:
FICC '86: Stanley Winkler

FICC Steering Committee: Dick B. Simmons,
James H. Aylor
Conference: Herbert Weber
Winter Simulation Symposium:
Annual Simulation Symposium:
Space Age Technology: Chester Carroll
NCC Board: Edward Parrish
ICCD/ICCAD Coordinating Committee:
Peter Wolff, Sr.

Membership and Information Activities

President: Ming T. Liu
Past President: Russell E. Theisen
Secretary: Edward N. Shipley

Admissions Committee: Henry Chuang
Membership Committee: Walter H. Kohler
Public Policy Committee: Ned Kornfeld
Volunteer Development Committee:

Masahiro Tsuchiya


Publications Board

Chair: J. T. Cain
Chair: Richard C. Jaeger
Secretary: Willis K. King

Editors-in-Chief:
Computer: Michael C. Mulder
Computer Graphics & Applications:
Lancing Hatfield
Design & Test: Vishwani Agrawal
Expert: David Pessel
Micro: James Farrell
Software: Bruce Shriver
Transactions on Computers: Tse-yun Feng (6/86);
Ming T. Liu (6/88)
Transactions on PAMI: Steven L. Tanimoto
Transactions on Soft. Eng.: C. S. Varanasi
Transactions on Computers:

J. T. Cain, E. W. Ernst

Committees (Chairs Listed First):

Magazine Advisory: Dennis R. Allison, Michael C. Mulder, Lansing Hatfield, Vishwani Agrawal, David Pessel, James Farrell, Bruce Shriver, Dharma Agrawal, True Seaborn, Christina Champion, Michael Koehler
Transactions Advisory: Duncan H. Lawrie, Tse-yun Feng, C. S. Varanasi, Ming T. Liu, Steven L. Tanimoto, Taylor Booth
Publications Planning: Michael Evangelist, W. Sacchi, Jack Grimes
Rules and Practices: Dharma Agrawal

IEEE Publications Board Rep.: Bruce Shriver, Theo Pavlidis
IEEE TAB Periodicals Comm. Rep.: J. T. Cain, Sam Horvitz
Finance Committee Representative: J. T. Cain, Richard C. Jaeger
CS TAB Liaison: Norman Schneidewind

Members-at-Large: Ronald G. Hoelzeman, Jack Lipowski

Technical Activities Board

Chair: J. M. Dusa
Chair: John D. Musa
Chair: Vice Chair (Applications):
Harold Carter
Vice Chair: Firebird: Jon Butler
Vice Chair: Software: Sallie Sheppard

IEEE Computer Society
Secretary: Anneliese von Mayrhauser
Treasurer: Conferences & Tutorials Board Representative: Ken Anderson
Finance Committee Representative: Norman F. Schneidewind
CS Publications Board Representative: Leonard Tripp
Members at Large: Robert Poston, Robert Haralick, Walter Viltelis

Technical Committee Chairs:
Computational Medicine: John M. Long
Computer Architecture: George Michael
Computer Communications: William D. Livingston
Computer and Display Ergonomics: James Greenan
Computer Elements: Robert M. Sullivan
Computer Graphics: Lawrence J. Rosenblum
Computer Languages: Paul Halat
Computer Packaging: Eugene Shapiro
Computing and the Handicapped: Elmer Hoyt
Computers in Education: Alfred Bork
Data Base Engineering: Gio C. M. Wiederhold
Design Automation: Arnold Goldfain
Distributed Processing: K. H. Kim
Fault Tolerant Computing: Thomas Anderson
Mass Storage Systems: Patrick Savage
Microprogramming: Joseph L. Lynn
Microprocessors & Microcomputers: Michael Smolin
Multiple Valued Logic: D. Michael Miller
Oceanic Engineering: Daniel Steiger
Office Automation: David Choy
Operating Systems: Joseph Boykin
Optical Processing: Stig H. Lee
Pattern Analysis & Machine Intell.: Azriel Rosenfeld
Personal Computing: Thomas Pyke
Real Time Systems: Mirsłow Malek
Robotics: Wesley E. Snyder
Security and Privacy: Richard Kemmerer
Simulation: Sallie Sheppard
Software Engineering: Lorraine M. Duvall
Supercom. Applications: Michael Kaesic
Test Technology: Paul Bardell
VLSI: Amar Mukherjee

Standards Activities Board
Vice President: Helen M. Wood
Secretary: John W. Walz
Chair, Standards Coordinating Committee: Laurel V. Kaleda
Chair, Policy & Procedures Committee: Charles P. Hollocher
Chair, Publicity Committee: Robert Poston
Chair, Conferences Committee: Tom Hannan

Sponsor Representatives:
TC Computer Communications: Maris Graube
TC Computing and the Handicapped: Carl Friedlander
TC Design Automation: Ron Waxman
TC Fault Tolerant Computing: Richard Watters
TC Microprocessors & Microcomputers: Michael Smolin
TC Oceanic Engineering & Technology: James Syck
TC Operating Systems: James Isaac
TC Software Engineering: John Horch
TC Test Technology: J. Reece Brown, Jr.
TC Joint Pascal Committee: Michael Hagerty

Appointed Members: Robert Davis, Jane Radatz, Fletcher J. Buckley
X3 Representative: Gary Robinson
TAB Representative:

Representatives:
IEEE Standards Board: Helen M. Wood
X3: Thomas Kurhara
ACM Standards Committee: Helen M. Wood
DoD Std. 2167 Committee: Allen Hankinson
SCC-20 (ATLAS): David Ackley
SAB/EAB Study: Richard H. Thayer

International Standards Activities: Allen Hankinson
Standards Coordinating Committee Secretary: Charles P. Hollocher

Standards Subcommittee Chairs:
Design Automation: Ron Waxman
X800 (Local Networks): Maris Graube
Microprocessor: Robert Davis
Operating Systems: James Isaac
Software Engineering: John Horch
Test Technology: J. Reece Brown, Jr.

Standards Working Group Chairs:
P610, Computer Dictionary: Jane Radatz
P729, Software Engineering Terminology: Jane Radatz
P770-X3.97, Computer Prog. Language Std. (Pascal): Michael Hagerty
P802.1, Local Network for Computer Interconnection: William Lidinsky
P802.2b, Local Net. Logical Link Control: Dave Carlson
P802.3c, Medium Attach. Unit and Baseband: Donald C. Loughry
P802.6, Metropolitan Area Networks: James Mollenauer
P802.7, Broadband Technical Advisory Group: Ed Cooper
P802.8, Fibre Optics Technical Advisory Group: William Schumacher
P849, Handler Test Interface: Ron Leckie
P854, RADIUS and Format Ind. Floating Point Art.: William Cody
P996, Backplane Bus: Paul Borrell
P942, Digital Semiconductor Test Prog. Language: J. Reece Brown, Jr.
P979, I/O Extension Bus: Leon Adams
P961, Eight Bit Microcomputer Bus System: Matt Biewer
P970, Advanced Backplane Bus: Doug Craft
P982, Software Reliability Measurement: Jim Dobkins
P990, Guide for Use of Ada as a Prog. Design Language: Bob Blasewitz
P1000, STE Bus: William Shields
P1002, Software Engineering Standards Taxonomy: Leonard Tripp
P1003, Operating Systems Kernel (Unix): James Isaac
P1008, Software Unit Testing: David Gelperin
P1012, Software Verification Plans: Roger Fugi
P1014, Versatile Backplane Bus: Wayne Fischer
P1028, Software Reviews and Audits: Charles Hollocher
P1042, Guide for Software Configuration: Richard Van Tillburg
P1044, Class. Soft. Errors, Faults, Failures: Dick Evans
P1045, Software Productivity Metrics: Robert Salgrove
P1050, Software Development Plans: Richard Thayer
P1059, Software Verif. & Validation: Jerry Mersky
P1060, Software Maintenance: David Cargo
P1061, Software Quality Metrics: Norman Schneidewind
P1062, Third Party Software Acquisition: Philip C. Marriott
P1063, User Documentation: Christopher Cooke
P1074, Software Life Cycle Process: David Schultz
P1076, System Design Description Language: Robert A. Kosman
P1077, Recommend. for Practice for Design Management: John Graham
P1078, Info. Model Description Language: Alice Parker
P1079, Computer Circuit/Physical Design. Lang.: John Lowell
P1084, Mathematics of Computing Terminology: Jane Radatz
P1085, Computer Applications Terminology: Jane Radatz
P1086, Theory of Computing Terminology: Jane Radatz
P1087, Computer Hardware Terminology: Jane Radatz
P1088, Computing Environment Terminology: Jane Radatz
P1101, Mechanical Core Spec. for Micros: Eike Waltz
P1196, Interface for Microsystem Components: Mark Garretz

IEEE Division Representatives

Division V
Division VIII

Director: Martha Sloan Ronald G. Hoelzeman

TAB Awards and Recognition: Dick B. Simmons Ralph Preiss
Public Information: Russell E. Thelen Raymon P. Oberly
IEEE Membership Development: Walter Kohler
IEEE Publications Board: Theo Pavlidis Bruce Shriver
IEEE Energy: Dennis Stevens
EAB Correspondent Representative: Taylor L. G. Glenn Langdon, Jr.
TAB Finance: Joseph Urban Helen M. Wood
PAC£ Coordinators: Kenneth R. Anderson
TAB Periodicals: J. T. Cain Samuel Horvitz

Society on Social Implications of Technology: Ken Anderson
TAB Search Committee: Edward Babcock Dick B. Simmons
Transnational Relations: Martha Sloan David Peszel
U.S. Technology Policy: Ramon Barquin Ned Kornfield

(continued on p. 105)
Albert Ct., Prince Consort Rd., London SW7 2BH, UK. Workshop limited to 30 people.

1986 ACM Sigpkr International Conference on New Careers in Computing: October 16-17, 1986, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Technical, survey, and position papers are sought. Send two copies of the complete paper (including abstract) by June 2, 1986, to Raymond McLeod, Jr., Dept. of Business Analysis and Research, College of Business Administration, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843.


IEEE Expert: Articles are solicited for a special issue on building intelligence into the software life cycle. The topic includes AI techniques and tools for developing and maintaining software systems, and software project management. Submitted materials typically (1) range from 15 to 30 double-spaced, typewritten pages (those at the lower end of this page budget are preferred); (2) have 1/4-inch margins; and (3) have no more than 10 references. Submit six copies of the article by June 15, 1986, to Joseph E. Urban, Center for Advanced Computer Studies, University of Southwestern Louisiana, PO Box 44330, Lafayette, LA 70504; (318) 231-6304.

IEEE Micro: Articles are solicited for a special issue on multiprocessing that is scheduled for publication in October 1986. Submit them by June 15, 1986, to James J. Farrell III, VLSI Technology, Inc., 10220 S. 51st St., Phoenix, AZ 85044. Author guidelines may be obtained from James Farrell or from the IEEE Computer Society West Coast Office, 10662 Los Vaqueros Circle, Los Alamitos, CA 90720-2578; (714) 621-8380.

Joint Conference: Melecon 87, Mediterranean Electrotechnical Conference, and 34th Congress on Electronics (IEEE, RIENA); March 24-26, 1987, Rome, Italy. Submit three copies of a 200-word abstract by June 15, 1986, to Melecon 87 and 34th Congress on Electronics, Secretariat, c/o RIENA, Via Crescenzio 9, 00193 Rome, Italy. The IEEE Region 8 student paper contest will be held during the conference.


Computers, International Conference on VLSI and Computers: May 11-15, 1987, Hamburg, West Germany. Submit summaries (100 words maximum) by July 1, 1986, to W. E. Proebster, c/o IBM, PO Box 80 08 80, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, West Germany.

Fifth International Modal Analysis Conference: April 6-9, 1987, London, England. Send an abstract (200 words maximum) and a submission form (available from the Graduate and Continuing Studies Office) by July 1, 1986, to Dominick J. DeMichele, Union College, Graduate & Continuing Studies, Wells House, 1 Union Ave., Schenectady, NY 12308-2363; (518) 370-6288.
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Society Representatives

Society Level: Roy L. Russo
AFIPS Representatives:
Directors: Stanley Winkler, Tse-yun Feng, Roy L. Russo
Executive Committee: Sue Peng
Admissions Committee: Michael A. Mulder
Nominations Commitee: Martha Sloan
NCC Board: Edward Parrish
Education Committee: Daniel L. Booth
Finance Committee: Joseph Urban
Government Activities:
Public Policy Comm. Liaison: Constitution/Bylaws Committee:
Dick B. Simmons

IEEE: Ronald Hoelzeman
IEEE TAB/USA Engineering
R&D Committee: Paul Hazan
IEEE TAB/USA Defense R&D Committee: Paul Hazan

Membership & Information: Ming T. Liu
IEEE TAB/USA Communications and Information Policy Committee:
Marshall Yovits, Claud Davis
The Computer Museum: Ted Bunn

Conferences:
James H. Aylor
Fall Joint Computer Conference: Stanley Winkler
Fall Joint Computer Conference Steering Committee:
Dick B. Simmons, James H. Aylor
Annual Simulation Symposium:
Winter Simulation Symposium:
ICCAD/ICCID Coord. Committee: Peter K. Wolff, Sr., Harut Barsamian, Charles Radke, Arnold Goldfein, Paul Horstmann
Compeuro: Thomas William, Herbert Weber, Paul Borrill

Educational Activities:
Glen G. Langdon, Jr.
Computing Sciences:
Accreditation Board: J.T. Cain (VP), Taylor L. Booth (P. Pres.), Edward W. Ernst, Michael C. Mulder, Gerald Engel (Alt.), Lansing Hatfield (Alt.)
Institute for Certification of Computer Professionals:
Marshall Yovits, David H. Jacobsohn

Publications:
J. T. Cain
Steering Committee, Journal on Lightwave Technology

Technical Activities: John Musa
IEEE Council on Robotics and Automation:
Wesley E. Snyder, Eric Grinnon
IEEE Solid State Circuits Council:
Earl Swartzlander, Sol Triefbesser
International Association for Pattern Recognition:
Theo Pavlidis, J. K. Agrawal, Herbert Freeman

Standards: Helen M. Wood
IEEE Standards Board: Helen M. Wood